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Said a third one even as he held the trunk of the elephant in his hand:
“Both of you are wrong, an elephant is a thick, fat hosepipe”.
Each of the blind presented his own personal opinion of what an elephant was as an
incontrovertable fact. Because of being blind, each one erred and thought that he
was accurately describing an elephant.
Just as they erred in their perceptions, so often is it that we err in our perceptions of
what Islam is.
In proportion to the weakness of the eyesight, a person fails to see reality. A squint
eyed person will see four instead of two. Instead of seeing clearly, a short sighted
person will see blurred images. A colour blind eye will only see things in grey and
white and fail to grasp the beauty of colors.
Similarly, in proportion to the blindness of the heart, the Haq (Truth), will not be
fully grasped. It will either be non-existent, squinted or blurred. Whereas a blind
person is handicapped and deprived of comforts, conveniences and pleasures and
delights which the eyes behold, he is not harming his soul, Imaan and Aakhirah.
On the other hand, a person who has the strongest eyesight but whose heart is
blind, harms and destroys, damages and devastates his soul, his Imaan, his
Aakhirah. Other than being a danger to himself, a person whose heart is blind, is a
constant threat to his family, friends and society. In fact, his existence is a burden to
the earth.
Everyone is united in the understanding that we have a Holy Qur’aan as a guide,
Nabi salallahu alayhi wasallam as an example and our noble predecessors as mod-
els worthy of being emulated. Despite this, why is it that we squander an entire life
floundering and faltering in our quest for a strong Imaan? Sadly, many of us cannot
even get the basic five times salaah right. We bash and harass our own wives and
emotional wreck and condemn them to a mental prison infinitely worse than Guan-
tanamo Bay.
That our children suffer in the process, does not even seem to bother us. Emotion-
ally they are traumatized and silently bear the torment with scars upon their hearts
and wounds upon their minds. Yes, o yes, our hearts are indeed blind. A million
suns cannot illuminate such blind hearts.

A major reason for this blindness is that we do not pay sufficient attention to
the Words of Allah and His Rasul (salallahu alayhi wasallam). To our own detri-
ment, we treat the advice, warnings, glad tidings, instructions and prohibitions in a
casual manner, unworthy of serious thought, unappreciative of gratitude.
This despite the fact that Allah and His Rasul (salallahu alayhi wasallam) are fer-
vently desirous to ensure our well-being in both this World and the ever-lasting
hereafter. Has Allah, Most High, not proclaimed and announced openly? “And Al-
lah calls you to Jannah…”

“And what shall Allah get by punishing you if you are grateful...”
And as for our beloved Nabi (salallahu alayhi wasallam) did he not sob and cry the
entire night in Salaah begging and beseeching Allah to forgive his Ummah? Such
passion, such love...
So how does the heart become blind?
Says Allah, Most High: “Nay, their hearts have been sealed by the sins they have
accumulated.” (Qur’an 83:14) Nabi salallahu alayhi wasallam pinpointed the exact
cause of what makes hearts blind.

He said that when a person commits a sin, it falls like a black dot on the
clean slate of his heart. If he repents, the dot is erased. If, however, he persists in
same and continues to sin, the dot will continue to expand until it covers his entire
heart, in which case his spiritual soul becomes completely sealed off. As a result he
fails to recognize good as good and evil as evil. And this is the root of many of our
problems: We fail to recognize good as good and evil as evil. Once Nabi
(salallahu alayhi wasallam) addressed Hadhrat Abu Zarr Radiallahu anhu: “O
Abu Zarr, the crux of religion is abstaining from sin and the secret of religion is
obedience to Allah. The same terror which we have for fire, that terror should grip
our hearts before we indulge in sin. The same care we take to guard a secret should
be zealously adopted when we obey Allah Azza Wajal. In a nutshell, Islam, as de-
scribed by Nabi salallahu alayhi wasallam is to:

ABSTAIN FROM SIN AND TO OBEY ALLAH
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One upon a time, a person took a group of blind people to a
zoo where there was a tame elephant.
The person allowed each of the blind to feel the elephant and
requested him to describe the elephant.
Feeling the trunks of the leg of the elephant, one said: “An ele-
phant is a bark of a massive tree”.
“No, an elephant is a huge leaf of a tree” said another whilst
running his hand over the ear of the elephant.

What is Islam?
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Questions and Answers
Q. What is the meaning of the names Nakhshida
and Ouzaima?
A. Nakhshida is a meaningless word. It is not proper
to keep this as a name. We have not heard nor read
of the name, Ouzaimah. Is this also a name? What is
its origin? If anyone has named their child Ouzaimah,
from where have they sourced the name?
Q. What is the procedure of giving Talaaq-e-Baain?
How does it work?
A. Firstly understand that the effect of Talaaq-e-
Baain is that the marriage terminates and the wife
begins her iddat. If one or two Baain Talaaqs were
issued then the couple can remarry, even during the
wife’s iddat. The formal method of issuing Talaaq-e-
Baain is to tell the wife, “I hereby issue one Talaaq-e
-Baain to you (if the wife is addressed)” or “to my
wife”.
Q. What is the Shariah Law regarding working in
the insurance industry, more specifically for an in-
surance company?
A. The insurance industry thrives on riba (interest)
and qimaar (gambling). Taking up employment in
this industry is aiding and abetting in haraam. It is
therefore not permissible to work for an insurance
company.
Q. I was driving and the sound of the seat-belt
came on, because I was not wearing it. The sound
eventually stops after a while. Convinced I would
reach a certain junction before the sound stopped, I
foolishly set a challenge in my mind, and thought if
I do not reach that junction before the sound stops
I have definitely become a kaafir. I did not reach
the junction and the sound stopped. I began to
make taubah in my heart and was overcome with
fear that I had committed kufr and invalidated my
nikaah. Would this be kufr?
A. Never gamble with your Imaan. Imaan is to be
treated with exceptional care and caution. Neverthe-
less, your thought of becoming a kaafir in failing to
reach the junction before the seat-belt warning sig-
nal stops does not render you a kaafir. Failure to
reach the junction before the stopping of the sound
was not an act of kufr. Your thought of becoming a
kaafir in that case was erroneous. You were correct
in making taubah. The need for taubah was occa-
sioned by your foolishness.
Q. As I exited the toilet in to the carpeted bedroom,
I could not recall whether I entered with my slip-
pers or not. There is the potential for napaaki
(impurity) to be on the toilet floor. I then walked
bare feet in the carpeted bedroom. In such a sce-
nario, where I have regular doubts of a similar kind,
is the carpeted bedroom to be regarded as paak
(pure and clean) to walk on with wet feet and to
perform Salaah on?
A. Ignore the doubts. The carpet of the bedroom will
be considered paak unless proven otherwise.
Q. Could you kindly assist me in letting me know if
it will be permissible for me to go for Umrah with
my mother-in-law and father-in-law? My husband’s
grandparents and my ten month-old son will also
be accompanying us. My husband cannot join us on
this trip and I was wondering if my father-in-law or
grand father-in-law can serve as my mahram?
A. The father-in-law is not an adequate mahram for
a woman to travel with, particularly for such a dis-
tant and uncertain journey as the Umrah. It is, there-
fore, not permissible for you to go for Umrah with-
out your husband.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Zamzam Water is Food for
Hunger

Among the characteristics and virtues of Zamzam
Water decreed by Allah Ta’ala  is that it substitutes
food in nourishing the body and it leaves the drinker
in no need of food, unlike other waters.
It is related in the story of Haajar, the mother of Is-
ma’eel, that when Ibraheem (Alaihis Salaam) left her

[Haajar Alaihas Salaam] and her son [Isma’eel Alaihis
Salaam] by the Baitullahil Haraam: “He left them
(there) and left them with a leather pouch (jiraab)
containing some dates and a water bag with water…
Umme Isma’eel began breastfeeding Isma’eel and
drinking from the water until the water bag became
empty. Thirst then overcame her and her son. She
saw him writhing… An angel appeared at the loca-
tion of Zamzam. The angel dug with its heel (or the
narrator said: with its wing) until water surfaced…
She drank from the water and her milk became plen-
tiful for her child.”
In this way Allah Ta’ala made Zamzam Water food
for Umme Isma’eel and her son (Alaihimas Salaam).
Imam Qurtubi states in the tafseer of Allah Ta’ala’s
Aayat:

“O Our Rabb! Verily I have relocated my off-
spring to a barren valley by You Sanctified
House.” (Surah Ibraheem, Verse No. 37)

‘Allah Ta’ala sent an angel who searched for water.
He made it a substitute for food.’
In Saheeh Bukhari, dealing with the story of Zamzam
Water gushing forth, it appears: “Nabi (Sallallahu
alaihi wa sallam) said: ‘May Allah Ta’ala be merciful
to Umme Isma’eel! Had she left Zamzam it would
have been a surface spring. She drank and breastfed
her child. The angel said to her: ‘Don’t fear deple-
tion, for verily the Baitullah is here. This boy and his
father will build it, and verily Allah Ta’ala will not let
its inhabitants perish… Haajar remained in that state
until a group from the Jurhum passed that way…”
In the above text the words: “Haajar remained in
that state” means: “in the state described.” It shows
that she used to acquire nourishment through
Zamzam Water which would suffice her need for
food and drink.
Thus, Zamzam was from the very beginning and
from the time it gushed forth, food for the hunger of
Haajar and her son Isma’eel (Alaihimas Salaam).
Umme  Aiman, the nanny and freed slave of Ra-
soolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) says: “I never
saw Nabi (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) complain, nei-
ther in childhood nor in adulthood, of hunger nor of
thirst. He would come and drink from Zamzam. Then
food would be presented to him, but he would say: ‘I
do not want. I am full.”
Sayyidina Abu Tharr Al-Ghifaari Jundub Bin Junaadah
(Radhiyallahu anhu) went thirty days without food
and drink besides Zamzam, and he actually picked up
weight, so much so that his stomach started bulging.
The following is reported from Abu Tharr
(Radhiyallahu anhu) detailing the episode of him
embracing  Islam.
Imam Muslim narrates in his Saheeh that when Abu
Tharr came to Makkah and entered the Haram he
remained there for thirty days. Abu Tharr said:
“Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) came and
made istilaam of the Hajr-e-Aswad. Then he made
tawaaf of the Baitullah. He was accompanied by his
companions. After the tawaaf he performed Salaah.
When he had completed his Salaah,” Abu Tharr says:
“I was the first person to greet him with the greet-
ings of Islam. I said: ‘Assalaamu Alaikum.’
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam): Wa Alaika
wa Rahmatullah! Who are you?
Abu Tharr: From the Ghifaar…
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam): How long
are you here?
Abu Tharr: I have been here for a period of thirty
days.
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam): Who fed
you?
Abu Tharr: I did not have any food besides Zamzam
Water. I have picked up weight. My stomach is bulg-
ing and the creases are breaking. I don’t find within
me the leanness of hunger.
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam): Indeed it is
blessed. Indeed it is food for hunger (Ta’aamu Tu’m).
Azraqi narrated from Abbaas Bin Abdul Muttalib
(Radhiyallahu anhu) that he said: “During the pagan
times people would crave for Zamzam. Whole fami-

lies would go and drank from it. It would be Sabooh
[The morning milk taken from an animal or anything
eaten or drank in the morning] for them. We used to
consider it relief for the family.”
It is narrated that Ibn Abbaas (Radhiyallahu anhuma)
said: “We used to call it Shabbaa’ah [satiating and
gratifying]. It is a wonderful boon for the house-
hold.”
Zamzam Water will remain food for hunger as long
as the dunya remains. This grand feature of Zamzam
[that it is food for hunger] will remain as long as
Zamzam remains. This has been conveyed by Nabi
(Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam). He said: “Truly it is
blessed. Truly it is food for hunger.”
With this [blessing] Allah Ta’ala honours whomso-
ever He wishes of His servants from the first genera-
tion, as mentioned previously in some reports, those
after them to our generation and up to whichever
generation Allah Ta’ala wills. Among the reports are:
Imam Ibnul Qayyim (Rahimahullah) who passed
away in the year 751 Hijri states: “I observed a per-
son living on it (Zamzam Water) for days, close to
half a month or more, not succumbing to hunger. He
would make Tawaaf among people as anyone would
make. He informed me that sometimes he would
stay forty days in this state (i.e. drinking only
Zamzam water.)”
Shaikh Abdur Rasheed Ibraheem Tataari, an Aalim of
Tataar during the Ottoman Period  who passed away
in the year 1346 Hijri, states in his auto-biographical
travelogue titled Al-Aalamul Islaami (The World of
Islam): “I went for weeks sufficing on Zamzam to
satisfy my hunger. This was an absolute physical ex-
perience. There is neither doubt in it nor any ques-
tion about it.”
In this day and age of ours there are many pious
people who have drunk it with the intention of being
filled. They were not in need of food besides
Zamzam Water. Among them is the Honourable
Shaikh, Allaamah, Master in many fields, Pious, Ab-
stemious, Ustaaz Muhammad Sa’eed Tantaawi, may
Allah Ta’ala safeguard him with goodness and well-
being and benefit others through him. He remained
on Zamzam Water whilst making I’tikaaf in the
Haram of Makkah during the last ten days of Ramad-
haan, without any food and drink, besides Zamzam.
It would suffice his need for food. He would not feel
hungry.
Another report is of a brother fillaah, a friend of
mine in Jaami’ah Ummul Quraa, Makkah Mukar-
ramah. He related to me that he fell ill for seventeen
days. He could not even open his mouth, neither for
food nor for speech, besides that much so as to sip
water. He related to me that during this period of
seventeen days he remained without food and drink
besides Zamzam Water. It would fill him without him
feeling any hunger. Thereafter Allah Ta’ala ordained
shifaa [cure] for him after this period [of sickness].
Glory be to the Curer. Allah’s honour, power and
wisdom are exalted. The matter [under discussion]
requires strength in conviction, an honest appeal to
Allah and sincerity for the sake of Allah Jalla wa Alaa.
(The Greatness of Zamzam Water by Shaikh Saaid
Bakdaash).
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Glad Tidings of Mu-
hammad (Sallallahu

Alaihi wa Sallam)
Before His Advent

Reason for Creation
Hazrat Umar Bin Khattab
(Radhiyallahu anhu) narrates that Ra-
soolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam)
said: “When Aadam (Alaihis Salaam)
commited the mistake [of eating from
the forbidden tree], he then pleaded
(to Baari Ta’ala): ‘O My Creator and
Sustainer! I petition You through the
medium of Muhammad (Sallallahu
alaihi wa sallam). Please forgive me.’
Allah Ta’ala said: ‘O Aadam! How do
you know Muhammad whereas I have
not yet created him?’

Aadam (Alaihis Salaam) replied: ‘O
Creator and Sustainer! I came to know
of him when You created me with Your
Hand and blew into me Your
(Honoured) Soul after which I raised
my head and saw inscribed on the pil-
lars of the Arsh: ‘There is no god but
Allah. Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah. (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam)’.
I thus understood that You would have
only attached such a person’s name to
Your Pure Name, who is the dearest to
You from all Your creation.’

Allah Ta’ala declared:  ‘O Aadam! You
are right. Truly he is the dearest to Me
from all creation. Since you have peti-
tioned Me through his medium, I have
forgiven you. And had it not been for
Muhammad (Sallallahu alaihi wa sal-
lam) I would not have even created
you.”

Baihaqi reported the above Hadeeth in
his Dalaail from Abdur Rahman Bin
Zaid Bin Aslam and said that Abdur
Rahman alone narrated it. Further-
more, Haakim reported it. He authenti-
cated it. Also Tabaraani cited it and
added this much that Allah Ta’ala said:
“From all your progeny he is the final
Nabi.”

The Mehr in Jannah

Ibnul Jowzi mentioned in his Kitaab
Salwatul Ahzaan that when Aadam
(Alaihis Salaam) desired to go to Haw-
waa (Alaihas Salaam) she requested
mehr. Aadam (Alaihis Salaam) suppli-
cated: “O Rabb! What should I give her
(in mehr)?” Allah Ta’ala declared: “O
Aadam! Send Durood twenty times on
My Habeeb, Muhammad Bin Abdullah
(Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam).” Accord-
ingly, he did so.

The Glad Tidings
Ahmad, Bazzar, Tabaraani, Haakim and
Baihaqi reported from Irbaaz Bin Saari-
yah (Radhiyallahu anhu) that Rasoolul-
lah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) said: “I
am the (fulfiment of the) Du’aa of my
forefather, Ibraheem (Alaihis Salaam)
and the glad tiding of Isaa (Alaihis Sa-
laam).”

Reference here is to the content of two
Aayats. Aayat No. 1 speaks of the
Du’aa of Ibraheem (Alaihis Salaam) and
Isma’eel (Alaihis Salaam). They suppli-
cated: “O Our Rabb! Make us obedient
unto You and a group from our prog-
eny that will be obedient unto You.
Show us our Haj-Rites and turn unto us.
Verily You are the One Who accepts
repentance in abundance, the One
Who is Exceedingly Merciful. O Our
Rabb! And send to them a Messenger
from among them to recite Your Verses
to them, to teach them the Kitaab and
Wisdom and to reform them. Verily
You are the One Who is All-Powerful,
All-Wise.”
The ‘Messenger’ referred to is Ra-
soolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam)
as there was no other Messenger be-
sides him from both their progenies.
In Aayat No. 2 the statement of Isaa
(Alaihis Salaam) is recorded. He said: “I
bring good news of a Messenger who
will come after me. His name will be
Ahmad.”

The Guide to Mankind

In Mishkaat appears the narration of
Abdullah Bin Amr Bin Aas cited from
Bukhari that in the Torah the following
description is given of Rasoolullah
(Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam): “O Mes-
senger! We have sent you as a witness
over the Ummah, as a giver of glad
tidings, as a warner and a refuge for
the Ummi People. (The Ummah of Mu-
hammad (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) is
intended as Rasoolullah (Sallallahu
alaihi wa sallam)   himself stated that
we are an Ummi Nation.) You are My
Servant and My Messenger. I have kept
your title ‘Mutawakkil’. Neither are you
ill-mannered, nor harsh and nor a
clamourer in the market-places. You do
not mete out evil in lieu of evil. Rather,
you overlook and forgive.

Allah Ta'ala will not let you pass away
until He does not  correct (i.e. change)
the crooked path (i.e. kufr) with Imaan
through your barkat, so that people
start reciting  the Kalimah, and until He
does not give eyes to the blind, ears to
the deaf and until He does not open the
sealed hearts, through the barkat of
the Kalimah. (What is meant is: Allah
Ta’ala will not raise you from this
world as long as the True Deen does
not spread in all directions.)
The  Chosen Servant
Mishkaat it is reported from Masaa-
beeh and Daarimi on the authorithy of
Hazrat Ka’b who relates from the To-
rah that it is written in it: “Muhammad
(Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) the  Mes-
senger of Allah is My chosen servant.
He does not ward off evil with evil. On
the contrary, he pardons and forgives.
Makkah is his birth-place, Madinah his
place of migration and Shaam his capi-
tal.”

Consequently, after the Khulafa-e-
Raashideen the kingdom of Shaam re-
mained the capital whence Islam
spread far and wide.

The Heavenly Books
In Mishkaat, citing  the narration of
Abdullah Bin Salaam as reported by
Tirmithi, it is narrated that in the Torah
the description of Muhammad
(Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) is given
and it is furthermore written that Haz-
rat Isaa (Alaihis Salaam) will be buried
alongside him.
The narrators of the latter three narra-
tions were Aalims of the previous
Heavenly Books. The first and last were
Sahaabis and the middle narrator was
a Taabi’ee.
Certain Aayaat are synonymous to
these narrations. Accordingly, the
meanings of two Aayaat were men-
tioned in the elucidation of the fourth
narration of this section and three
Aayaat are hereby mentioned bringing
the total to five.
Aayat No. 3 - In Surah A’raaf Allah
Ta’ala declares: “They are the people
who follow the Ummi Nabi and Rasool,
whom they find mentioned in the To-
rah and Injeel; of him enjoining them
with righteous deeds, preventing them
from evil acts, making lawful for them
wholesome things, declaring unlawful
for them filth and waiving from them
injunctions which were harsh and diffi-
cult.”
Aayat No. 4 – In Surah Fat-h Allah
Ta’ala declares: “Muhammad is the
Messenger of Allah. Those with him are
tough on the kuffaar and compassion-
ate among themselves. You will see
them in Ruku’ and Sujood in search of
the Grace of Allah and His pleasure.
That is their description in the Torah
and in the Injeel; like a plant which has
taken out its shoot and made it firm. It
then grows bigger and stands rigid on
its stem. It fascinates the farmers.
They (the Sahaabah) exasperate the
kuffaar. Allah has promised those who
believe and practise righteous deeds
among them forgiveness and a grand
reward.”
Aayat No. 5 – Allah Ta’ala declares in
Surah Baqarah: “When the Book (i.e.
the Qur’aan) certifying the knowledge
held by the Ahl-e-Kitaab reached them
and prior to his [Muhammad Sallallahu
alaihi wa sallam] advent they would
supplicate for victory through his me-
dium over the kuffaar (i.e.mushrikeen,
or they would disclose the news of his
advent); when that which they were
aware of (i.e. the Qur’aan and Bearer
of the Qur’aan) reached them they de-
nied.”
They acquired this information and
accordingly supplicated for victory
through his agency on the authority of
the former Heavenly Books, which
goes to show that Rasoolullah’s
(Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) notification
was recorded in the former Heavenly
Books. This same recognition is men-
tioned in a verse of Surah Baqarah
thus: “They recognize him just as they
recognize their sons”.
(Taken from Nashrut Teeb by Hazrat

Moulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi Rahmatul-
lahi Alaih)

The Ulama’s Error of Abandoning
Zikr
By Hazrat Moulana Maseehullah Khan

Saheb Rahmatullahi Alaih

The Ulama have totally discarded Zikr.
They are so preoccupied with teaching
and lecturing [i.e. with their occupa-
tions] that they have abandoned a
thing like Zikrullah, whereas Zikrullah is
something very necessary!

The reason for this error is that they
labour under the notion of Zikr being
Mustahab; and there is no accountabil-
ity for leaving out a Mustahab. But
they do not understand that though
there is no accountability for leaving
out a Mustahab; however, Mustahab is
for the completion of the Farz. Thus,
when one will have to appear before
Haq Ta’ala and after accounting for
one’s deeds if there remain shortcom-
ings in the Faraaiz and Waajibaat, it
will be asked: “Are there any Nawaafil
and Mustahabbaat in his Book of
Deeds? If there are, then the defi-
ciency in the Faraaiz will be offset and
he will gain salvation. And if not, then
there is fear of being apprehended and
punished.

Consider the following example: A per-
son was apprehended for a crime. He
was convicted of the crime and then
taken for execution. Someone en-
quired: “Why is he being taken for exe-
cution?” “He has been convicted of a
crime and the poor chap does not have
anyone or any grounds to appeal
against the sentence.” Similarly,
Nawaafil and Mustahabbaat are
grounds for appealing. Just as grounds
for appealing staves of a sentence in
the courts here, in like manner
Nawaafil will avail one in the Court of
the Aakhirat.

Apart from this, the Ulama are aware
that the Maqaam [station, position] of
Ihsaan is mentioned in the Hadeeth of
Jibreel: [The Hadeeth of Jibreel de-
scribes in detail Hazrat Jibreel’s visit to
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu Alaihi wa Sal-
lam) in human form and posing several
questions. After his departure, Ra-
soolullah (Sallallahu Alaihi wa Sallam)
informed the Sahaabah of the stranger
being Jibreel who had come to teach
them—the Sahaabah—their Deen.]
“Make Ibaadat of Allah in such a man-

ner as if you see Him.
And if you so not see Him, then He cer-

tainly sees you.”
In other words, both [forms of medita-
tion] produce equal results in the
beautifying of Ibaadat. This is the goal,
as it is a constituent of Deen.

Now this Maqaam of Ihsaan, i.e. this
state of awareness [that Allah Ta’ala is
looking at you] ought to have been
inculcated through teaching and lec-
turing; and if it has not been incul-
cated, whereas it is the goal, then Zik-
rullah is necessary for attaining it. In
the light of this, why on earth have the
Ulama abandoned such an important
thing as Zikr?
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THE ROAD TO WILAAYAT
By Hazrat Moulana Maseehullah Khan Saheb Rah-

matullahi Alaih

Wali is not merely one who recites Tasbeeh, or one
who is punctual with Ishraaq and Chaasht, [Salaatud
Dhuha] or one who habitually wakes up during the
nights and performs Tahajjud, or one who fasts his
entire life. Wali, in fact, is one who bears the trouble
of everyone; one who puts up with the pain caused
by everyone; one who provides comfort to every-
one. A person can be a Wali if he bears troubles
[caused by others] together with executing the
Faraaiz and Waajibaat and adopting Taqwa. [The
Sunan are included in the Waajibaat as in practice
they, too, enjoy obligation.] However, in the absence
of this [i.e. the qualifications as described] then he
has not achieved the basic status of Wilaayat [being
a Wali; sainthood].

Anwaar and Kaifiyyaat
Similarly, some people have understood Anwaar [i.e.
the  experience of spiritual or celestial rays of light
within or around one] and Kaifiyyaat [plural of Kaifi-
yat: theopathy] to be holiness, whereas these An-
waar, etc. are the side-shows and flower beddings of
the Spiritual Path. Just as there are flower beddings
lining a road which are caught with the corner of the
eyes and mere glimpses are cast at them on one’s
way, one’s actual gaze however is on the destina-
tion. Similarly, in the Spiritual Path these things
[Anwaar and Kaifiyyaat] are experienced. Continue
your journey with just a glimpse at them. To become
engrossed with them will delay your journey.

Qabz and Bast—Carry On
Also, sometimes instead of flowers and gardens,
bushes and weeds appear. [Reference here is to
stray Shaitaani thoughts which agitate the Saalik.]
Do not become caught up in them, otherwise your
journey will also be delayed when they get stuck to
your garments. On the contrary, keep on moving no
matter what. Move ahead happily; this is bast
[spiritual exuberance], or with a frown; this is qabz
[spiritual depression]. Just carry on.

The Purpose of Sulook
Understand this in another way. The purpose of Su-
look is to cleanse the heart from everything besides
Allah. We now pose the question: Are these anwaar
and kaifiyaat or seizure of anwaar and kaifiyaat, i.e.
zulumaat [spiritual darkness], Allah or besides Allah
(ghairullah)? Obviously they are ghairullah. There-
fore, the heart should be cleared off them, other-
wise it is tantamount to inferring that the purpose of
Sulook is to clear the heart off human associations,
but to clear it from the thoughts of zulumaat is not
Sulook! This is a grave error which is committed by
most Saalikeen.

The Two Barriers
The Muhaqqiqeen [expert] Soofiya have explained
that there are two kinds of barriers; luminous and
darkness. And the luminous barrier is severer than
the barrier of darkness for this reason that the Saalik
does consider the barrier of darkness to be a barrier
in view of it producing no enjoyment or pleasure. He
thus realizes that the objective is something else.

The luminous barrier again gives pleasure and enjoy-
ment and hence he [the Saalik] does not consider it
to be a barrier. Thus, he understands that [barrier]
at times to be the objective and he ties himself
down there. If he is not guided by a Shaikh-e-Kaamil
[Qualified Shaikh of Tasawwuf] he loses the objec-
tive.

Understanding the Objective of Sulook
To understand the objective of Sulook consider this
Fiqhi similarity. A house is sold. However, the seller
does not vacate the premises. The transaction is not
complete as it is necessary in a transaction to hand
over the article of sale. If the seller is adamant not to
vacate the premises, the buyer will walk away from
the sale and not pay for the house.
Once you have understood this particular mas-alah,
understand that we have sold ourselves to Allah
Ta’ala. The proof  of this is the Aayat:

“Allah Ta’ala has bought the lives and wealth of
Muslims in lieu of Jannat.”

In fact, Allah Ta’ala receives the heart, as it appears
in the Hadeeth:

“I can only be accommodated by the heart of a
Mu’min.”

[This means that only a purified and believing heart
can perceive and recognize the greatness of Allah
Azza Wa Jall]. Thus, our obligation in this transaction
is to clear the heart from all barriers—luminous and
darkness—and present it before Haq Ta’ala, other-
wise He will cancel the transaction  observing it [the
heart] to be occupied by aliens.

Once you have understood the prime purpose of
Sulook, then this is the thing to achieve [i.e. clearing
the heart of all else besides Allah]. If this is not
achieved then the prime purpose of Sulook has not
been achieved, although in this case as well it is not
void of benefit.

Where to Draw the Line
In short, one should clear the heart of all contacts
and obstacles, and surrender it to Haq Ta’ala. How-
ever, discharge of the rights of creation is necessary,
i.e. to fulfill the rights of everyone and everything
according to their rank and position. But, there
should not be any [inner] bond and relationship with
anyone.

I am not saying that these Anwaar and Kaifiyyaat are
not experienced. In proportion to one’s potential
they are certainly experienced when Sulook is cov-
ered with Taqwa. Passing Sair Ilallah when one
reaches Sair Fillah then Anwaar and Kaifiyyaat are
experienced. But to attach one’s heart to them is
harmful. [Sair Ilallah and Sair Fillah are terms in Ta-
sawwuf. In simple language Sair Ilallah refers to
cleansing the heart of despicable traits, such as
pride, hatred, jealousy, greed, etc. whilst Sair Fillah
refers to the adornment of the heart with sublime
qualities such as sincerity, love for Allah, etc.]

A Simile and a Summary
A similitude of this is a person travelling by rail to
Bombay [now Mumbai]. On the way wonderful sce-
naries appear. This traveller observes all; however,
he will not attach his heart to any. If he pulls the
chain of the train [to bring it to a halt] and alights,
then he will not reach Bombay. He will lend up in
trouble and his associates will also be caused trou-
ble.

Similarly, he will see many bushes and weeds, but he
will pass by all and reach his destination.

In exactly the same manner, cover the Road of Su-
look. Whatever Anwaar or unfavourable and detest-
able sights you may experience, pass by them and
carry on. Do not indulge in them for pleasure or try

to weed them out. Insha Allah, the day will come
when the objective will be attained.

Moulana Roomi (Rahmatullahi Alaih) echoes this in
his poem: “Toil and labour in this path. Till the end
do not sit idle for even a moment. Definitely a mo-
ment will come at the end when the Grace of Allah
Ta’ala will envelop you.”
---------------------------------------------------------------——-

THE AWESOME BEARD

It is not only the lands and resources of Islam that
need to be defended from the enemies of Islam.
It is incumbent upon every Muslim to defend every
single teaching of Islam no matter how minute or
insignificant it may seem.
Just as we defend our Masaajid so are we obligated
to defend the manner which Islam taught us with
regards to our appearance.
Just as we shall defend the honour of our beloved
Nabi salallahu alaihi wasallam so shall we defend his
teachings of with regards to the beard.
No teaching of his is ever outdated. Every word that
flowed from his blessed lips is worthy of being de-
fended with the last drop of our blood.
Despite our sins, we honour and value, treasure and
take pride in what he taught us. Though we are sin-
ful, Muslims shall never be embarrassed to propa-
gate the sacred Sunnah.
We sincerely hope that the following article will,
Insha-Allah, be a means of those who doubt the
need for keeping a beard to keep one before the day
comes when their dead beardless jaws will be tied
even as they lay in their kafn.
May Allah Ta’ala grant all Muslim men the taufeeq
to keep a beard — not a fashionable beard, not a
suitable beard — but full, flowing, handsome, manly
beard that suits the wishes of Nabi salallahu alaihi
wasallam.

I’faa-ul Lihyah—Growing a Full Beard

By Shaikh Mahmood Subki (former lecturer of Azhar
University, Cairo)

I’faa-ul Lihyah means: leaving it (the beard) to hang
and allowing it to grow.
It (I’faa) is derived from ‘afash-shay-u, said when
something becomes abundant and increases. Thus,
Allah Ta’ala says: “Hatta ‘afaww”, meaning: “until
they swelled (in number and wealth).”
It is used transitively with and without a Hamzah;
A’faytuhu and Afaytuhu are said.
Lihyah, with a kasrah on the Laam, means: that
which grows on the cheeks and chin (that is the
beard). Its plural is lihan with a kasrah on the Laam,
and luhan with a dhammah on it; like sidrah and si-
dar/sudar; hilyah and hilan/hulan.
Thaqan (chin) is the place where the jaws meet.

I’faa-ul Lihyah in the Ahaadith
The Ahaadith are replete with narrations on I’faa-ul
Lihyah or “leaving the beard to grow full”. Some are
cited below.
Ibn Umar reports from Nabi (sallallahu alaihi wasal-
lam) that he said:
“Defy the mushrikeen! Grow full beards and trim the
moustaches considerably.” (Bukhari)
Ibn Umar reports that Rasulullah (sallallahu alaihi
wasallam) said:

“Remove moustaches and grow full beards. ” It is
reported from Ibn Umar that Rasulullah (sallallahu
alaihi wasallam) said:

“Trim the moustaches considerably and allow the
beards to grow.”  ( Muslim)
Another narration from Ibn Umar mentions that Ra-
sulullah (sallallahu alaihi wasallam) said:
“Defy the mushrikeen! Trim the moustaches consid-
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erably and grow the beards fully.” (Muslim)
Abu Hurairah reports that Rasulullah (sallallahu
alaihi wasallam) said:
“Trim the moustaches, let the beards hang and op-
pose the Majoos (fire worshippers).” (Muslim) Nabi
(sallallahu alaihi wasallam) said:
“Oppose the fire worshippers! Grow full beards and
cut much of the moustaches.” (Bukhari)
There are other clear-cut and authentic Ahaadith as
well instructing I’faa-ul Lihyah or growing full
beards. Citing them will be a protracted matter.

Shaving the Beard
A command, in principle, denotes obligation. Daleel
(proof) is required for diverging (from the principle),
as confirmed in Ilmul Usool (the Science of Jurispru-
dential Principles). Thus, shaving the beard is
haraam (forbidden and outlawed) according to the
Aimmah Mujtahideen of Muslims; Ábu Hanifah,
Maalik, Shaafi, Ahmad, and others. Some citations
from the Math-habs are presented here.

The Hanafi Math-hab
In Kitaabus Saum of the Hanafi book, Ad-Durru
Mukhtaar it is stated:
“Oiling the moustache is not makrooh, provided that
it is not for beauty purposes, and nor for lengthening
the beard when it (the beard) has reached the mas-
noon length which is a fist-length.
In Nihaayah it is unequivocally stated that to cut the
excess of a fist-length is waajib. This essentially
means that it is sinful to leave it (the excess of a fist-
length uncut), unless wujoob is taken to mean
‘confirmation’.

Trimming the beard less than that (a fist-length), as
some westerners [the overwhelming majority of
westerners in our times] and bisexual males
[mophies] do is not sanctioned by anyone.
Shaving all off is the act of the Hindus and fire wor-
shippers.”

In Al-Bahrur Raaiq it is stated:
“It is mustahsan (meritorious) to oil the moustache
provided that it is not for beauty purposes as it is
akin to dying (the hair), and (provided) it is not done
to lengthen the beard when it (the beard) has grown
the masnoon length which is a fist’s length. Abu Da-
wood reported it in his Sunan. The Hadith of Sahi-
hain (Bukhari and Muslim) reported by Ibn Umar
from Nabi (sallallahu alaihi wasallam): “Trim the
moustaches considerably and grow the beards fully”,
applies to taking most or all off as is the practice of
the Majoos; that is their practice of shaving their
beards.

In this way the narrations are reconciled.
Insofar as trimming  is concerned, which is less than
that (shaving), as some westerners and bisexual
males perpetrate, no one has declared it lawful.—
Fat-hul Qadeer almost verbatim”
And similarly is it mentioned in Sharhuz Zailai’Alal
Kanz, Haashiyatush Shurumbulali Alad Durar and
other kutub of the honourable Hanafiyyah.

The Shaafi’ Math-hab
Allaamah Shaikh Ahmad Bin Qaasim Abbaadi said in
the end of the section on Aqeeqah of his marginal
notes on Tuhfatul Muhtaaj Bisharhil Minhaaj, rebut-
ting those Shaafi’ Ulama who aver that the hurmat
(outright prohibition) of shaving the beard is con-
trary to the official position:
“In the Haashiyah of Al-Kaafiyah, Ibnur Rif’ah ob-
jected to it by stating that Shaafi’ (radhiyallahu
anhu) explicitly declared tahreem (being haraam) in
Al-Umm.
Zarkashi added: ‘And so did Al-Haleemi in Shu’abul
Imaan and his Ustaaz, Al-Qaffaal Ash-Shaashi in Ma-
haasinush Shariah’.
Azrai’ said: ‘The correct view is tahreem of shaving it
all off when it has no defect.”
Similar to the above is mentioned in Haashiyatul
Allaamah Shaikh Abdul Majeed Shirwani of the

abovementioned kitaab.
From this you learn that Imam Shaafi’ himself explic-
itly declared shaving the beard to be haraam, and
that the view of karaahat is erroneous, as Azrai’
stated: “The correct view is tahreem of shaving…”

The Maaliki Math-hab
Allaamah Shaikh Ahmad Nafraawi Maaliki said in
Baabul Fitrah Wal Khitaan of his Sharah to the Ri-
saalah of Imaam Ibn Abi Zaid:

“Trimming the moustache and growing a full beard is
in opposition to the practice of the non-Arabs, for
they would shave their beards and grow bushy
moustaches.  The House of Kisra (the Persian king)
would also shave its beard and leave the moustache.
Thus, the practice of the Army in our times of in-
structing its personnel to shave their beards and
leave their moustaches is undoubtedly haraam ac-
cording to all the Aimmah for it is in defiance of the
Sunnah of Mustafa (Sallallahu Ta’ala alaihi wa aalihi
wasallam), and furthermore it is in accord with the
practice of the non-Arabs and fire worshippers.

It is not permissible to practiSe on norms and cus-
toms unless there is an explicit contradictory decla-
ration from the Shariah. (In other words, when there
is no Sharí declaration refuting the non-permissibility
of a custom then it will be permissible to follow the
norm or custom.)  Otherwise (that is in the absence
of the Sharí declaration of permissibility), norms and
customs will be faasid (corrupt and invalid). It will be
haraam to adopt them.

Consider the act of zina (fornication) and drinking
liquor being in vogue among people. No one (that is,
no authority in the Shariah) has said that it is permis-
sible to practice that.”

Continuing, he (Shaikh Nafraawi Maaliki) states:
“Nabi (Sallallahu Ta’ala alaihi wa aalihi wasallam)
instructed I’faa-ul Lihyah, as in Muwatta, that is to
let the beard grow full and leave it without removing
anything of it. The apparent purport of ‘instructed’ is
wujoob (obligation). And it is such, for it is haraam
for a man to shave his beard.
Trimming it, if it is not long, is the same, (that is it is
haraam).

If it is very long, the ruling is as alluded to by his
statement as follows:
‘Maalik (radhiyallahu anhu) stated: ‘There is no harm
in shortening its length when it has grown exces-
sively long’; more than what is normal for most peo-
ple. Thus, the excess should be trimmed in view of
its retention being unsightly. The ruling of this trim-
ming is nudb (recommendable). The popular ruling is
that there is no delineation for this shortening and it
is appropriate to suffice with that much whereby the
appearance becomes good.

Al-Baaji said: ‘Trim what is in excess of a fist-length.’
This is evidenced by the practice of Ibn Umar and
Abu Hurairah (radhiyallahu anhuma). They used to
trim their beards what was in excess of a fist-length.
The purport of: ‘...its length’ (in Imaam Maalik’s
statement) is the length of the hairs, thus including
the sides. There is no harm, therefore, in trimming
the sides as well (when longer than a fist-length).
This recommendation of trimming the excessively
long beard was declared prior to Imaam Maalik by a
number of Sahaabah and Taabi’een (Radhiyallahu

Ta’ala anhum). Thus, the raajih (superior) view is just
this. It does not clash with the riwaayat (report)
from Imaam Maalik of leaving its length until it
reaches an offensive limit. The latter is an exposition
to the excessive length, as a general statement is

interpreted in the light of a defined one.”
Continuing with his dissertation, he (An-Nafraawi)
says:

“The apparent text of the author (Ibn Abi Zaid)
evinces that it is not permissible to trim more than

By ARAB NEWS
Published: Nov 17, 2011 01:57 Updated: Nov 17, 2011
JEDDAH: A presenter on an FM radio show inad-
vertently caused a young man and his fiancée to
break their engagement despite her subsequent at-
tempts to reconcile them. The man called into her
live program the day before and praised the pre-
senter.
She accepted the kind words but the fiancée, who
was also listening in, was not as understanding and
broke up with him shortly afterward.
The broken-hearted man then  called in the next day
to tell his tale of woe, but the presenter could not
reconcile them.
Comment: This is what happens when we break the
commands of Allah Who has warned us that
women should not talk in soft, alluring voices.
Our sisters who broadcast and seek to enchant their
audiences and capture their attention should take a
lesson:  One never knows when Allah’s athaab
strikes! Allah may just cause your husband to revolt
one day because of other men being attracted to you
when they listen to you on air.

22 January 2012 Last updated at 22:40 GMT

SRI LANKA TO DEPORT JAMAAT BROTHERS!

Sri Lanka has reportedly ordered 161 foreign Muslim
preachers to leave the country for flouting visa regu-
lations.

A senior immigration official was quoted as saying
that the clerics had no right to preach in mosques
because they had arrived on tourist visas.

He also said that some local Muslims had com-
plained that the visitors were not teaching a moderate
form of Islam.

The preachers - from Bangladesh, India, Pakistan,
the Maldives and Arab nations - must now leave by
31 January.

'Laughable idea'

"They have violated immigration laws. A tourist visa
is to have a holiday or visit friends and family, and
not to preach Islam," Sri Lanka's immigration head
Chulananda Perera told the AFP news agency.

Mr Perera said the group belonged to Tablighi Ja-
maat - an international Islamic movement popular in
Sri Lanka and the region.

A Muslim source told the BBC that the movement
sends groups of preachers to places of worship, urg-
ing Muslims to devote more time to their faith and
act more devoutly. Any idea that they were militant
was laughable, the source added.

Muslim members of Sri Lanka's government have
expressed concern at the mass expulsion, and are
expected to meet other officials later on Monday to
try to delay the move. The news has also created con-
sternation in the Muslim community in Sri Lanka,
the third largest ethnic group in the country after Sin-
halese and Tamils, the BBC's Charles Haviland in
Colombo reports.

During the long civil war the community was often
caught between the two warring parties and it has a
reputation for moderation, our correspondent adds.

Our comment: Subhanallah! Is there even a more
passive and moderate form of Islam which the
Tabligh Jamaat teaches? Sadly, the Sri Lankan
Government has either failed to understand what
the Jamaat is all about or it is a victim of Islamo-
phobia. May Allah protect the Tabligh Jamaat.
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what is the norm. It is understood from this that it is
not permissible to shave that (hair) which is under
the palate (that is the hair between the chin and the
neck). And it is so, for its karaahat (reprehensibility)
is reported from Maalik. He went to the extent of
saying that it is the practice of the Majoos.
It is reported from some Shuyookh that shaving it
(the hair between the chin and neck) is beauty, and
its removal will therefore be part of fitrat (natural
appearance).
I say that merging the two views is possible by taking
Imam Maalik’s statement to be when maintaining it
(the length of the beard) does not result in personal
harm and despoilment of appearance, whilst the
other statement is taken to mean: that amount
which results in its maintenance producing an ugly
appearance and harm to the person.
Indeed it is reported that Rasulullah (sallallahu alaihi
wasallam) used to trim his beard in length and
breadth. He would furthermore instruct taking from
the beard inwards.

In regard to the hair of the cheeks, Ibn Arafah
adopted the view of its removal being permissible.
Some Ulama have viewed the trimming of nasal
hairs, not plucking, as mustahab in view of retaining
it being a safeguard against leprosy. Plucking it
causes gangrene.
It is haraam to remove the tuft of hair below the
lower lip just as it is haraam to remove the hair of
the beard. Imam Maalik said when asked in regard
to plucking out grey hairs from the beard: ‘I am not
aware of it being haraam. Leaving it is preferred by
me.’ In other words, the correct view is that remov-
ing it is makrooh just as it is makrooh to thin the
beard and moustache with a razor for beauty and
adornment. And if the intention is to delude females
then the prohibition is aggravated.”  End of An-
Nafraawi’s dissertation.

Allaamah Shaikh Ahmad Al-Faasi, popularly known
as Zarrooq, said in his commentary on the statement
of Ibn Abi Zaid: “He (Nabi sallallahu alaihi wasallam)
instructed leaving the beard to grow fully and not to
shorten it. Maalik said: ‘There is no harm in shorten-
ing its length when it has grown excessively long.
This was declared by a number of Sahaabah and
Taabi’een”:

‘The instruction is by Nabi (Sallallahu Ta’ala alaihi
wa’ala aalihi wasallam) in the Hadith: ‘Remove
moustaches and grow full beards’. In other words:
Leave them (beards) to grow fully.
Nawawi mentioned two views in regard to the
Hamzah of a’fu and its deletion. Toofaru means: ‘to
leave it (the beard) as it is without shortening’, for it
is the dignity and beauty of man. Shaving it, shaving
the grey hairs from it and plucking them out are for-
bidden acts. It is haraam to tie it (the beard) and to
plait it on account of that being disfigurement.
It is mustahab to comb it for it is beautification. It
has also been said that it is neither makrooh nor
mustahab.
Imam Maalik said: ‘there is no harm in shortening its
length.’
Al-Baaji said: ‘What is in excess of a fist-length will
be trimmed.’

It is reported from Imaam Maalik that it is makrooh
to shave the hair beneath the chin. He said: ‘It is the
practice of the Majoos.’
He viewed the shaving of the eyebrows and nape as
makrooh, saying: ‘I do not see it haraam. I am not
aware of anything (that is any Hadith or ruling)
regarding the surrounding areas of the beard on the
face. However, it is beauty.’ In contrast to this is the
command of I’faa. Refer to it.”
In Sharhu Abil Hasan of Ar-Risaalah and its marginal
notes by Al-Adawi something similar is mentioned.

The Hambali Math-hab

In Baabus Siwaak of Sharhu Mukhtasaril Muqni’of
the honourable Hanaabilah (Hambali Ulama) it is

stated:
“The beard should be grown fully. It is haraam to
shave it. Shaikh Taqiyyud Deen stated this. It is not
makrooh to trim the excess of a fist-length and be-
neath the throat. The moustache should be trimmed
considerably. This is better than slight cropping.”
Allaamah Shaikh Mansoor Bin Idrees Hambali said in
the virtues of combing, etc. in his kitaab, Kash-
shaaful Qina ’ala Matnil Iqna’:

“Growing the beard in full is by not trimming any-
thing of it. In the (Hambali) Math-hab it is stated that
that is as long as its length is not considered disgust-
ing. Shaving it is haraam. Shaikh Taqiyyud Deen
stated this.
It is not makrooh to trim the excess of a fist-length.
The text reads: ‘There is no harm in trimming it’, nor
trimming beneath the throat in view of the practice
of Ibn Umar. However, he only did it in Hajj or Um-
rah. Bukhari reported it.

Imam Ahmad trimmed his eyebrows and sideburns.
Ibn Haani documented it. The same is mentioned in
Sharhul Muntaha of Allaamah Shaikh Mansoor Bin
Younus. Allaamah Shaikh Muhammad As-Safaarini
Hambali said in his kitaab, Ghithaa-ul Albaab Lisharhi
Manthoomatil Aadaab:

“The official position in the math-hab is hurmat of
shaving the beard. It is stated in Al-Iqna’: ‘It is
haraam to shave it. It is mentioned so in Sharhul
Muntaha, etc. In Al-Furoo’ it is stated: ‘It is haraam
to shave it. Our Shaikh mentioned it.’
It has been mentioned in Al-Insaaf without recording
any difference on the matter.
In Sahihain (Bukhari and Muslim) it is reported from
Ibn Umar (Radhiyallahu Ta’ala anhuma) that Rasulul-
lah (Sallallahu Ta’ala alaihi wa’ala alaihi wasallam)
said: ‘Oppose the mushrikeen! Grow the beards
fully and trim the moustaches considerably’.
Imam Bukhari further stated: ‘When performing Hajj
or Umrah Ibn Umar would hold his beard and trim
what was in excess.”

Summary
We have mentioned these citations so that one
whom Allah has opened his mind to practice the
Deen takes note that the statements of the Fuqaha
who undertook the task of formulating Ahkaam, are
unequivocal in tahreem (pronouncing as haraam the
shaving of the beard), as the Ahaadith essentially
demand. Thus, the demand of the Ahaadith should
be heeded in view of the obligation on the mukallaf
(one bounden by the Ahkaam of Islam), particularly
those associated with Ilm, being not to deviate from
practising the Ahkaam emanating from the tongue
of Rasulullah (Sallallahu Ta’ala alaihi wa’ala aalihi
wasallam) via the agency of Wahy (Revelation) from
Rabbul Aalameen. Allah Ta’ala declares: “What the
Rasool gives you, grab hold of it. And what he pro-
hibits you from, abstain from it.”

In this is their (those associated with Ilm and Deen)
honour and their virtue. Many students of Ilm in
these times have become careless, thus shaving
their beards and growing bushy moustaches. A
group among them imitate certain kuffaar shaving
the sides of the moustaches and enlarging the hair
beneath the nose. Many a jaahil (ignoramus) have
fallen prey to their deception.

When a beard grows on a woman she is required to
efface it. So, do those (men) who shave their beards
believe that they are women carrying out what is
required of females?
Wa laa haula walaa quwwatailla Billaahil Aliyyil
Atheem! Inna Lillaahi wainna ilaihi raaji’oon!

Common questions asked about the beard
Q: There we go again about the beard. Are there not
more important things to write and worry about?
A: We are in an era where the beard is synonymous
with terrorism. There is a total onslaught upon ythe
Sunnah appearance. Europe has banned the Hijaab.
The beard is our trade  mark and identifies us as
Muslims. Whatever Nabi salallahu alyhi wasallam
had stressed and emphasised upon will always be
treated with utmost importance.

Q: lslam is in the heart, not in the beard. So why
such a big issue?
A: A man smacks his wife. She asks ‘why do you do-
this? Don’t you love me? He replies ‘Love is in the
heart. Why make such a big issue.’ Does this makes
sense?

Q:“These people have big big daaries (beards), but
see what they do”
A: The beard is a separate issue, the wrongs of a
person is a separate issue. Does anyone accept the
logic of the argument that ‘this person goes for Ju-
mu’ah salaah but see what he does?’

Q: Why don’t these people who are so worried about
the Sunnah, ride on camels?
A: In the Ahaadith we have been exhorted to keep
beards. No Hadith makes mention of the virtues of
riding camels.

Q: I shave my beard because I think my wife will not
approve of me keeping a beard. Please advise.
A: There was once a person who had a similar con-
cern. One day he decided to broach the subject of
keeping a beard with his wife. To his utter amaze-
ment, he found out that his wife was displeased with
his shaving. She told him that this is Allah’s Com-
mand to every Prophet. “How can I stop you,” she
said. Discuss this issue openly with your wife. If she
is unhappy, try and convince her that obeying Allah
and His Rasul salallahu alaihi wasallam leads to
Barakah in the house, barakah in the children, bara-
kah in the business and barakah in their relationship.
Plead with her that the whole house needs Allah’s
Mercy. Tell her about Allah’s promise: “And follow
Allah and follow the Rasul so that Mercy may be
shown to you.” (Surah Nur) If she refuses, be as
grieved as if your only child’s funeral is leaving
home and make lots of du’a that Allah changes her
heart.

Q: How much of the beard am I allowed to trim?
A: Not more than a fistful.

Q: Someone insulted me because of my beard. I am
still very angry. How do I overcome this anger?   A:
By making Du’a for him and making Shukr for the
Taufeeq that you have.

Q: I had a nice beard but shaved it. I just don’t know
why I did so. Though I regret it I can’t bring myself
to keep a beard again. Why is this so?

A: You probably looked down upon a clean shaven
person with a holier than-you-attitude. You also
probably never made Shukr unto Allah for thetaufeeq
to keep a beard. And even if you made Shukr you
probably never thought that you were unworthy of
the Hidayat (guidance). There’s a lot of taubah and
istighfaar required in your case.

Q: I like to trim and keep my beard short. I feel I
look much nicer. Will I get the same Thawaab?

A: There is no thawaab for abusing and manipulat-
ing the Sacred Sunnah for self-adornment. The inten-
tion is self-aggrandisement. Another example is the
wearing of sleeveless kurtaas. The Sunnah is mar-
keted and adopted for the purpose of profits and
fashion. May Allah safe us all from our evil self.

Mehr-e-Fatimi R14822,00

Zakaat Nisaab R5183,00

As of 29th January 2012
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QUESTION: There is a controversy prevailing on the
question of three Talaaqs. Some people say that
three Talaaqs issued in a single session or all at once
equal ONE Talaaq whereas we have always known
three Talaaqs to be counted as Three Talaaqs. In
support of Three Talaaqs uttered simultaneously
being one Talaaq, they quote Shaikh Ibn Taimiyyah.
Please explain the Shariah’s viewpoint.

ANSWER: The Shariah’s viewpoint is what you and
the entire Ummah have known and believed in for
more than fourteen centuries, namely THREE TA-
LAAQS ARE THREE TALAAQS regardless of the man-
ner the three are issued, whether staggered over a
period of years or administered in one statement.
When THREE Talaaqs have been issued it is termed
Talaaq Mughallazah which finally and irrevocably
terminates the Nikah.

Reconciliation is no longer valid. Only if the woman
marries someone else, and if after consummation of
the marriage, the second husband divorces her, may
she again marry her previous husband.

It is our intention to, Insha’Allah, write a booklet in
response and refutation of all the baseless argu-
ments which cranks in this age have ac quired from
the deviate Shaikh Ibn Taimiyyah for the baatil con-
tention of three talaaqs equalling one talaaq.

The aim of this article is to appeal to the intelligence
of laymen who do not understand the technical and
academic dalaa-il (proofs). The arguments presented
in this article are simple for comprehension by unbi-
ased intelligence uncontaminated by nafsaani dic-
tates. Bear in mind the following facts:

(1) Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
“Never will my Ummah unite on dhalaalah
(deviation/error manifest/falsehood).”

(2) The Shariah of Islam is more than fourteen centu-
ries old.

(3) Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “The
noblest of ages is my age (the age of the Sahaabah),
then the next age (the age of the Taabieen), then the
next age (the age of the Tab-e-Taabieen). Thereafter
wll prevail falsehood.”

(4) All the greatest authorities of Islam, namely, the
Sahaabah, the Aimmah Mujtahideen, the great Fu-
qha, Muhadditheen and Mufassireen, appeared in
these three noble ages collectively known as Khairul
Quroon.

On the basis of the aforegoing facts which every
Muslim can comprehend, and for which academic
knowledge is not a requisite, the ruling of Islam was
that Three Talaaqs issued in any way whatsoever,
even in a single statements, are THREE TALLAQS.
There is Ijma’ (Consensus) of the Four Math-habs on
the validity of three Talaaqs being three Talaaqs. All
Math-habs reject the notion of Three Talaaqs being
one Talaaq if issued simultaneously.

The main argument which Ibn Taimiyyah and his
followers who are today termed Salafis present for
their baseless view of three talaaqs being one talaaq
is that during the lifetime of Rasulullah (sallallahu
alayhi wasallam), and during the Khilaafat of
Hadhrat Abu Bakr (radhiyallahu anhu) and during the
first two and half years of the Khilaafat of Hadhrat
Umar radhiyallahu anhu) three Talaaqs uttered
simultaneosly were regarded as one Talaaq. This
argument is devoid of Shar’i substance for the fol-
lowing reason:

(a) The Khalifah of the time, Hadhrat Umar
(radhiyallahu anhu) had issued the final Fatwa that
three Talaaqs are three Talaaqs. He had greater
awareness of the law which had prevailed in the life-
time of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam),
Hadhrat Abu Bakr (radhiyallahu anhu) and during the
first 2 years of his own Khilaafat. There is no one in
the Ummah who can teach Hadhrat Umar
(radhiyallahu anhu) a lesson in the Shariah.
Despite being fully cognizant of the initial practice
and ruling, he decreed that Three Talaaqs adminis-
teredsimultaneously are Three Talaaqs, no longer
one Talaaq.

(b) All the Sahaabah during his time concurred with
Hadhrat Umar radhiyallahu anhu). There were nu-
merous great Ulama among the Sahaabah. The Sa-
haabah enacted Ijma’(Consensus) on the decree of
Hadhrat Umar (radhiyallahu anhu). Refer to fact
No.1 above.

Were all these illustrious Sahaabah who were the
Students of Rasulullah (sallallahualayhi wasallam) in
error manifest and Ibn Taimiyyah who appeared on
the scene seven centuries after Nabi (sallallahu
alayhi wasallam) correct? Is it possible that all the
Sahaabah were in error, and a man seven hundred
years later had understood the Shariah correctly?

(c) The first wrung of Aimmah Mujtahideen were the
Students of the Sahaabah, then these Students were
the illustrious Asaatizah (Teachers) of the subse-
quent Mujtahideen and Fuqaha. Thus they received
their Knowledge and understanding of the Deen di-
rectly from the Sahaabah, the Students of Rasulullah
(sallallahu alayhi wasallam).

Among these illustrious Aimmah Mujtahideen are
Imaam Abu Hanifah, Imaam Maalik, Imaam Shaafi’,
Imaam Ahmad Bin Hambal and innumerable other
Aimmah and Fuqaha. Then down the centuries long
before the appearance of Ibn Taimiyyah there were
thousands of great Fuqaha whose erudition in the
realm of Shar’i Uloom is pheniomenal and mind bog-
gling to the one who has access to their academic
Works. Were all of them in error, and only Ibn Taimi-
yyah managed to stumble on the truth?

(d) Intelligence rejects the notion that an error had
become part of the Shariah since the age of the Sa-
haabah and that this error was perpetuated for the
first seven centuries of Islam, then discovered by Ibn
Taimiyyah who is not among the Salfus Saaliheen of
the epoch called Khairul Quroon.

(e) The notion that error was made an integral con-
stituent of the Shariah since the age of the Sahaa-
bah, and that all the Sahaabah had united on the
error which supposedly Hadhrat Umar (radhiyallahu
anhu) had enacted, and such error was discovered
seven centuries later by Ibn Taimiyyah is absolutely
preposterous and unsustainable.
It flies in the face of the Qur’aan and Ahaadith which
announced the perfection and completion of Islam
during the very age of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi
wasallam).

(f) The Principle of Ijma’ (Consensus), especially of
the Sahaabah and the Aimmah Mujtahideen (the
Four Imaams), is the safeguard of the completion
and perfection of the Shariah. Since this principle
was decreed by Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasal-
lam) himself, it may not be concluded that the Ijma’
of the Sahaabah, which promulgated the law of
Three Talaaqs being Three Talaaqs was in conflict of
the Shariah. The Sahaabah and the Aimmah

Mujtahideen were the very foundations and bulwark
of the Shariah whose perfection and
completion the Qur’aan had announced.
(g) It should not be difficult to understand that it is
not possible for one man appearing seven hundred
years after Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) to
be right – to have
understood the Shariah correctly – whilst the
Shariah which had been extant for seven centuries
before him – the Shariah acquired from the Sahaa-
bah – was wrong.

Today, every Tom, Dick and Harry who lack adequate
knowledge of even the elementary masaa-il of
Tahaarat and Salaat, believe that they have the abil-
ity to refute the Shariah handed to the Ummah by
the Sahaabah in the first seven centuries. Their atti-
tude is pure satanism and nafsaaniyat.

Common questions...

Q: I want to keep a beard but do not have the cour-
age to do so. Please advice me?
A: The least that you can do is to do what Moulana
Thanvi Rahmatullahi alayh advised: Make Istighfaar
whilst you shave and give sadaqah for your sins. And
there are plenty sins involved:
When you’re shaving your hands are sinning, your
eyes are sinning when you look into the mirror, your
neck is sinning when you’re turning your cheeks this
way and that way, with your wealth which Allah has
blessed you with, you are sinning by abusing, with
the blessing of time you sin. So many sins and such
little conscience and courage and what pleasure do
you get in the end? Nothing but restlessness when the
slightest stubble of beard appears!
When you are beardless, you’re sinning even when
you in Salaah. If you die in this condition, you will
die with a sin that will continue to accumulate until
the day of Qiyamah. How will you approach Nabi
salallahu alaihi wasallam for intercession without
this vital Sunnah adorning your face?
On the other hand, if you grow a beard you will get
thawaab even when you are sleeping. If you die in
this condition your thawaab will accumulate till the
day of Qiyamah. You will meet nabi salallahu alaihi
wasallam with hope for his intercession. The choice
is yours: Go to your Qabr with a Sunnah beard or
clean shaven. You will reap handsomely or pay
dearly according to your choice.
Q: Is it permissible to dye the beard?
A:  Yes, it is permissible to dye the beard brown but
not black.
Q:  I am in the habit of plucking my beard. How do I
stop?
A: This is a terrible habit. You are deforming the
Sunnah. Punish your nafs with twenty rak’aat salaah
every time you do this.

SUBSCRIBE TO “THE SHARIAH”

All Correspondences should be addressed to:
Jamiatul Ulama (Gauteng)

P. O. Box 264, De Deur, 1884
South Africa

AN INTERESTING EPISODE
A beardless wealthy person invited a Moulana for
meals. After meals, he brought his small baby and
asked the Moulana to make Du’aa. When the Mou-
lana took the baby in his arms the baby cried.
The wealthy person cynically remarked: “Moulana
the baby is scared for your beard”.
Very nonchalantly and casually, the Moulana said:
“No he can never cry because of my beard for the
Sunnah does not induce fear, it inspires calm.
The baby is crying because it is confused as to how
he can have two mothers in this house. Insha-Allah
the father will grow a beard henceforth!”
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AMERICA’S ETERNAL SHAME
It would be salubrious for the so-called super powers of the World to seriously reflect upon the
recent Sunspot phenomena which paralysed and affected their satellites and computers etc.

Their super power status has repeatedly been proven to be hollow when Allah Al-Qahhaaar, Al-
Jabaar and Al-Qawi sends one of his myriad of armies on the offensive.

“And no one knows the armies of Allah except Him” (Al-Qur’aan)

Sometimes it is unstoppable floods, sometimes it is earthquakes which swallow up
cities and yet at other times it is volcanoes coughing up smoke and fire. Nothing and nothing can
help them against the Awesome Power of Allah. All their best laid plans lie in utter ruins.

Steel cracks like dry mud, planes are grounded like toys, ships are tossed around like paper, com-
puter screens stare back with blank looks and mobile phones are as dead as the dead.

Below is an illustration of the brutal unjust imprisonment of innocent Muslims. The World is
silent when a 13 year old was imprisoned and tortured. The World was silent when a 98 year old
was imprisoned and tortured.

To the super-power we say: The oppressors’ rule never last no matter how strong and mighty
they may appear. Afghanistan is the evidence of our claim.Forty-nine Nations, including three
nuclear powers with a total of 150 000 troops, with thousands of fighter aircraft and countless
of missiles and state of the art tanks and fire spitting helicopters and the most modern technol-
ogy known to mankind could not defeat a poor rag tag band of 10 000 Muslims fighting with
the weapons of Imaan and Yaqeen and the Love of Islam.

Sunspots affect satellites and strong ones affect power grids
by inducing currents in conductors.
The Sun is Allah’s creation and under Allah’s command.
Modern armies cannot operate without technology. A single
command of “Kun” (Be) to the Sun from Allah will paralyse
their operations. Now if only Muslims could turn to Allah!

The Sunspot…
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TAHAJJUD MADE EASY...
"The best prayer after the obligatory prayers is the
one during the depths of the night." [Muslim]
"You should perform the late-night prayer for verily
it was the custom of the pious people before you.
Certainly, the late-night prayer is an act that takes
one closer to Allah, keeps one away from sins, expi-
ates for evil deeds and repels disease from the
body." [Tirmidhi]

There are many aspects that make the late-night
prayer special. First and foremost, it is a prayer. The
best action or matter is prayer.

Second, al-Haitami points out that, in general, the
prayer performed in the late-night is more virtuous
than the voluntary prayers during the day because it
is further from ostentation and being done for
show. In other words, the intention behind the late-
night prayers should be a pure one. Furthermore, it
is easy to have the fear of Allah and concentrate on
the prayer in the late-night prayer as there are
fewer disturbances at the time.

Thirdly, it makes the person realize his real purpose
and goal in this life. He is getting up in the middle of
the night and forsaking his sleep because he realizes
that his goal is not the pleasure or relaxation of this
world. Instead, he has a much greater purpose and
goal in life. For that reason, he is getting up to pray
when the rest of mankind are either sleeping or
committing sins under the cover of night.
_________________________________________

THE ROLE OF THE EYES
“The furtive glance is one of the poisoned arrows of
Satan, on him be God's curse. Whoever forsakes it
for the fear of Allah, will receive from Him (Great

and Gracious is He) a faith, the sweetness of which
he will find within his heart.” (al-Haakim.)

A Muslim is decent and pure. This means all of his
or her body must be decent and pure. A natural
consequence of this is lowering the gaze. Looking at
another man or woman in an indecent manner is
following in Satan's footsteps.
It all begins with a lustful glance. Such a glance leads
to lustful talk and flirting, then meeting…and we are
all aware of what comes next. Let us stop Satan in
his tracks and lower our gaze. Yes, it is very difficult
and it takes discipline and faith.

Do not degrade others because of

their previous sins
Sometimes, to score points, a person’s previous sins
are mentioned and he/she is degraded because of
it. This is a major sin and can be severely detrimen-
tal to a person’s Imaan.
If the person has sincerely repented from those
sins, it is feared that the one levelling the accusation
will become guilty of the very same before he dies.
Sayyiduna Mu'az bin Jabal (Radiyallahu Anhu) re-
ports that Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam)
said:
“Whoever taunts his brother because of a sin that
he has committed in the past, he will not die until he
himself falls guilty of the same sin. Ahmed bin
Manee' (one of the narrators of this Hadith) said:
"This refers to being accused of a sin from which he
had repented". (Tirmizi)

SHORT WORDS BUT POWERFUL MEANINGS…

ALAHAMDULILLAH

Alhamdulillah literally means “All praise is due to
Allah”. It is a form of expressing gratitude. When-
ever a person is blessed with a favour or he finds
himself in good health or in a good condition or
something brings him happiness, he should express
his gratitude to Allah by saying Alhamdulillah. In
fact, a Muslim should be praising Allah in all condi-
tions, for every condition is good for a Muslim, be it
icomfort or hardship.

Want to be amongst the first to enter Jannah?
Just say “Alhamdulillah” no matter what happens!
Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam) has said:

أول من یدعى إلى الجنة الذین یحمدون هللا في السراء والضراء

Amongst the first people who will be called to enter
Jannah will be those who praised Allah in conditions
of comfort and “hardship”. (al-Mustadrak)
One should also praise Allah when commencing and
ending his/her Dua to Allah.

JAZAKALLAH

When someone does good to us, how can we ade-
quately repay that person for the favour?
Whilst we can give something in return, let’s say, a
box of chocolates, there is something much more
precious that could be given to him .
Firstly, the benefactor will certainly have some need
or the other. He may be experiencing some problem
or difficulty which we are unaware of. By giving him
the du’aa “Jazakallah” (May Allah reward you), we
are handing over the repayment unto Allah Azza-
Wajal, who knows exactly what the person’s needs
and requirements are.
Secondly, there is a sense of intense gratitude in
saying “Jazakallah”. The person saying “Jazakallah”
swims in an ocean of humility. It is as if he is saying
that ‘your favour is something which I am too insig-
nificant to enjoy. Even if I try to repay you, I  will not
fulfil your right completely. Whilst you had so much
sincerity, I cannot claim that my Nafs is free from
falseness. Only Allah has the Power to repay you for
the favour you have done.’

THE JIHAAD OF SALAAH

Whenever we struggle to please Allah, He will re-
ward us several times over in this life and the next.
Salaah is truly a Jihad. But, it is a Jihad worth under-
taking, and we will be all the better for it. The Mes-
senger, peace be upon him, once asked: "Listen.
Should I guide you to the things through which Allah
blots out sins and elevates you to higher ranks?"
When his Companions asked him to do so, he told
them: "Perform wudu (ritual ablution) as correctly as
possible, even in the most adverse conditions; walk
to the Masjid for each prayer, and wait for the next
prayer after praying. This is the ribat, this is the ribat
(preparation, dedication)." [Muslim]
The Hadith begins with 'Listen' to stress the impor-
tance of what follows. In this case, it is the five daily
prayers.
The prescribed prayer is the pillar of Islam. Without
it, Islam cannot be maintained. When believers pray
correctly, they are protected from evil thoughts and
deeds. It is also a sacred ladder for ascending to the
Presence of Allah. But before we climb it, we must
perform wudu as perfectly as possible. From the first
step towards wudhu, believers begin to gain reward.
While performing it, they are relieved of the stress
of daily life and cleansed of sins. When performed in
difficult circumstances, believers receive an even
greater exhilaration. Allah’s Messenger, peace be
upon him, describes the prescribed prayer as ribat,
which can be translated as "dedication to something
or guarding the frontier." By describing the pre-
scribed prayers as ribat, Allah’s Messenger, peace be
upon him, also emphasizes that Muslims should
dedicate their lives to Divine worship and organize
their daily activities around the five daily prayers.

Business dishonesty...
10 TRICKS OF SHAYTAAN

Says Allah, Most High:
“And Shaytaan promises you poverty…”

Sayyiduna Abu Sa’eed (Radiyallahu Anhu) reports
that Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam) said:

“The honest and trustworthy trader will be with the
Prophets, Siddiqeen (Pious) and martyrs (on the day
of Judgment)” (Tirmizi)

To be in the auspicious company of prophets, the
pious and martyrs on the day of Qiyamah is a boon
worth all the wealth in the World. However, to qual-
ify for this luxury there will be a huge challenge to
the Muslim trader.

Traders by virtue of profession crave profits. The
bottom line can seldom be enough. The mere thought
of the profit line plunging, is sufficient to depress any
trader. And this here is where Shaytaan comes in
with a bag of evil tricks. Some of them are enumer-
ated here:

1.False advertising: How often do suppliers not say:
“Baaji this stuff is selling like hot cakes. I am run-
ning out of stock. I am not sure if I can supply you
but I will make a plan.”
Meanwhile the goods are gathering dust in the ware-
house!
2. False assurances: Customers are assured: “You
will never get it cheaper anywhere”. The clear im-
pression conveyed is that the shopkeeper has infor-
mation of all the shops selling the item.
3. Delayed payment: Not paying workers, suppliers
and even the plumber or the electrician etc. on time.
4. Non-Payment: This here is worse then delaying
payment. Shaytaan inspires a crazy fear: Hold on to
your money. Frustrate the person till he simply gives
up!
5. Defective Goods: Hiding a defect. This is amongst
the worse deceptions. The customer smiles and fully
believes that he has an excellent product that will
serve him for years and years. The shopkeeper knows
that the item is faulty or scratched etc. When the cus-
tomer wishes to return the item the shopkeeper pi-
ously points to the “NO RETURNS ACCEPTABLE”
sign hanging by his door.
6. Stolen goods: That truck that was hijacked and
sold for the price of a song, may have claimed the life
of a father, a husband and a bread winner. Where will
there be Barkat in dealing with stolen goods?
7. Underpaying staff: We are aware of multi mil-
lionaires paying their Muslim staff R3000/ per
month. They go for Umara annually. They contribute
to the Masjid. But not for a moment do they reflect
on the plight of their poor worker with four kids and
a wife to support. Insha-Allah, they will now ponder
about how much rent that worker is paying and per-
haps do some calculations about the monthly cost to
sustain such a family.
8. Overworking staff: Its “chaille” time. However
the boss wants his house rubbish bins to be taken to
the dumping grounds. He pulls the nearest worker
and  says “just do me a small favour”. The “small
favour” will take another hour. The worker’s family
is waiting and upset. They have their plans which are
now all messed up.
9.Non performance of Salaah: Some Muslims busi-
nesses feel that by giving off for Salaah, especially
Asr Salaah, their businesses will get affected. This
thought is from Shaytaan.
10. Un-Islamic conditions: To impose a dress code
on the workers which violates the Sunnah. This here
is Haraam. The Muslim worker is expected to not
only give his sweat but even his Deen.

The Muslim trader is in an enviable position. The
illustrious companionship of Ambiya, the pious and
the martyrs await him on a Day when no one will
avail him and no wealth will be of any use. May we
curb the urge and fight the promptings of Shaytaan
and be honest, truthful in our dealings.
Profits should not matter as much as the grand glad
tidings of our Prophet salallahu alaihi wasalllam.

Become instrumental in propagating
the Haqq

If you are able to distribute “The Shariah” in
your area or business, then  do write to us re-
questing a small bulk supply.
When you write, kindly supply your name,
postal address and area you wish to distribute
in. Also, state the quantity you will easily be
able to distribute. Shukran
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ENERGY SAVER GLOBE –MERCURY EXPOSURE

What happened.
On the 10thFebruary 2011 the energy saver globe fused at the home of the IP. He did not wait for the globe to cool down, standing on a chair with a piece
of cloth and remove the energy saver globe. Due to the heat of the energy saver globe he dropped the globe. As the globe fell on the floor it
“explode” (brake). As he descend from the chair he stepped into the broken glass and exposed mercury powder.
The IP was admitted to hospital for treatment of the cuts. He spent two weeks in ICU and at one stage it was feared that his foot need to be amputated. Cur-
rently his foot is connected to a vacuum pump to remove continuously dead tissue. Long road of recovery is awaiting him.

Notice…
The Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng offers a heartfelt apology for the delay in answer-
ing the many Fatwas forwarded to it.
The amount of correspondences received makes it difficult to respond to each and
every one, timeously.
The Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng has a firm policy of not responding to anonymous
letters. This policy is self-explanatory.
We humbly appeal equally to both our critics and supporters to remember us in
their Du’aas that Allah Ta’ala inspires us with Ikhlas and Istiqaamat. (Ameen).

Question: Does a Waaqif have the rights to remove a Mutawalli without a valid
reason.
Answer: Yes, the Waaqif has the right to remove a Muatawalli without forward-
ing a reason. (Fatawa Darul-uloom v 13 p 242.)
Question: Some organizations and institutions enrich themselves by making
tamleek without a valid need. Furthermore, is it permissible to use public funds
to beautify a Madrassah.
Answer: Such tamleek is abhorrent. The prime recipient for Zakaat are the poor
and needy. Whilst Institutions do have poor students who are liable for Zakaat,
this does not mean that advantage should be taken of them.
In as far as flowers and beautification is concerned it is totally wrong to make
tamleek and use funds for this purpose.
In fact, if public Lillah funds are used for beautification etc. then the donor
should be made aware that flowers etc. will be purchased with his Lillah contri-
butions. Otherwise, the chairman and principal etc. should use their personal
money for beautifying the institutions.
Question: What does munaasabat (congeniality) with a sheikh mean?
Answer: Munaasabat means that there is an affinity and an attraction towards a
sheikh. Munaasabat is not only in a Sheikh-Mureed relationship, it is between
any two people. Two points are worth remembering:
One may have Munaasabat today with somebody but this does not mean that
tomorrow there will be munaasabat. If we are not careful, there is a real  possi-
bility that the munaasabat will cease.
There was a gaadim (attendant) who for many years made ghiedmat of  Hadhrat
Thanvi Rahmatullahi alayh. It was the usool in the khanqa of Moulana Thanvi
Rahmatullahi alayh that no one should feed anyone.
This gaadim would make some mithai and feed the inhabitants of the khanqa.
When Moulana Thanvi Rahmatullahi alayh found out, he kindly requested the
gaadim to desist. The gaadim treated the matter lightly and carried on with his
habit. Hadhrat thereafter told him that in his heart there was no munaasabat
left and instructed the gaadim to leave the khanqa.
Question: Some Radio presenters are so eloquent when presenting their views
on Islam, that people are influenced by them. However, on closer observation
we find that the presenters do not observe Hijaab and discard the Sunnah
method of eating etc. How do we reconcile the two?
Answer: It is narrated in the noble al-Kafi from al-Imam al-Sadiq, may peace be
upon him, that he said: "You see some people who are so perfect in eloquence
that they don't err in [the use of a single letter like lam or waw, while their
hearts are darker than a gloomy night, and there are some people who cannot
express what is in their hearts, yet their hearts are radiant like a lamp."
A Hadith warns of speech having the effect of magic.
Moosa alaihi salaam was not a fluent speaker. He used to stutter. Firaun was
eloquent and fluent. If the art of speech was the basis of Haq, then Firaun would
have been on the Haq.
Moulana Thanvi Rahmatullahi alaih said that the difference between a speech
that influences the ears and a speech that influences the heart, is that the
speech that influences the ears, though exciting,  has a very short life span (like
the gas of soda water) and a speech that, though boring, affects the heart has a
long life span.
Question:   I suffer from a lot of wasaawis especially at the time of making
wudhu and Salaah. Please advice.
Answer: Understand well, wasaawis is a sign of healthy Imaan. Moulana Masee-
hullah Rahmatullahi alayh said that a thief does not go to rob an empty shop.
Similarly, Shaytaan does not put wasaawis into the hearts of people who have
no imaan.
The Sahaabah Radiallahu anhum experienced such terrible Wasaawis that they
informed Nabi Salallahu alayhi wasallam of their preference to be coal rather
than even to mention it. Upon this Nabi Sallallahu alayhi waslallam told them
that the wasaawis which they were experiencing is an open sign of their Imaan.
Congratulations to your wasaawis for it denotes a strong and vibrant Imaan.
And for this Ni’mat you should glorify Allah and be pleased instead of being wor-
ried.

NO PLACE FOR COWARDICE IN ISLAM!

STAND UP FOR YOUR RIGHTS
SAYS RASULULLAH SALALLAHU ALAYHI WASALLAM

A Muslim should be assertive and stand up for his values and rights. Whilst he
should be kind and compassionate to others, he should not be so lenient and
timid that he allows people to run roughshod over him and trample his rights.
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah (Radiyallahu Anhu) narrates that Rasulullah (Sallallahu
Alaihi Wasallam) said:
"The strong believer is better and more beloved to Allah than the weak believer
although there is good in each. Desire that which will bring you benefit, and seek
help from Allah and do not give way to incapacity. If something happens to you,
do not say, 'If only I had done such-and-such.' Rather say, 'This is the decree of
Allah. He does what He wills.' Otherwise you will open yourself up to the action
of Shaytan (by wasting time in pondering over what has already happened which
you cannot change)."
Islam has placed everything into proper perspective. There is a time for Sabr and
humility and there is a time to protect and fight for one’s rights. Seek help from
Allah by reciting plenty of “Ihdinas-seeratal-Mustaqeem” so that the heart may
be guided as to which quality should be applied.
Once a person came to Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh and explained
how a person threatened a relative of Hadhrat with violence.
Hadhrat Rahmatullahi alayh lifted his mubarak sleeve and said: “Tell him to
come”.  When the person heard about Hadhrat’s re-action he turned blue with
fear, Whereas Hadhrat was the epitome of kindness and compassion. The occa-
sion called for firmness.
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Amongst the extremely important rules and eti-
quettes of a Muslim home is Hayaa (Modesty /
Shame).
Hayaa entails the shunning of indecent behaviour
and adopting of bashfulness and shame. Allah
Ta’ala blesses a believer with this wonderful quality
which prevents him from committing sins. Rasulul-
lah Salalahualayhiwasalam has said, “Every religion
has a distinct quality and the quality of Islam is Ha-
yaa (modesty).” This means that a Muslim will be
clearly identified and recognised from the hayaa
that he possesses. This quality of Hayaa is attained
by close association of the pious people.
Rasulullah Salalahualayhiwasalam has said, “There
are more than 70 branches of Imaan. The highest
branch is belief in Laa ilaha illallah while the small-
est branch is removing harmful obstacles from the
path, and Hayaa, (Modesty) is a huge branch of
Imaan.”
We understand from this Hadith that Hayaa is the
centrepiece of the building of Imaan. It is the very
fabric of Islamic morality. When Hayaa is lost, eve-
rything is lost. A person without Hayaa will stoop to
the lowest levels of immorality.
Prior to Islam, there existed no Haya. People used
to come to the Baitullah and make tawaaf in a nude
state. Al-hamdulillah, with the advent of Islam and
the coming of Rasulullah b, a revolution of Hayaa
(modesty) took place in the world. The very same
Arab women would not leave their homes without
first covering themselves totally.
Presently, living in a western society, we are beset
by a host of social problems that are tearing apart
the fabric of our society. The reason for most of
these problems can be mainly traced down to one
aspect--the loss of hayaa. In many cases it appears
that hayaa has almost completely disintegrated.
Thus the problems that have engulfed our society
continue to escalate.
Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam) said: “Hayaa
is a part of Imaan and Imaan leads to Jannah
(paradise). But obscenity stems from the hardness
of the heart and the hardness of the heart leads to
Jahannam (Hell)”. Furthermore, Rasulullah
(Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam) has warned: “Hayaa
and Imaan exist together. When one of them is re-
moved, the other is also removed”.
The first thing that must be done is to cut off the
avenues that propagate and spread immorality. The
following are some of the avenues in our society
that have contributed significantly to the destruc-
tion of hayaa.

1.Newspapers: Many articles and pictures in the
general newspapers would have been regarded as
shameless and obscene even by most of the West-
ern world a few decades ago. To view, read or even
bring into the home such obscenity can only result
in the destruction of hayaa in our homes. It will be a
great favour to oneself and one’s family if the sub-
scriptions to these immoral newspapers are can-
celled. One will only miss the propaganda and ob-
scenity in them. The correct news, however, will
still reach one in any case.
If for any rare need the newspaper has to be
brought into the home, censor it before it comes in.
Rip off the filth and obscenity in it before it rips off
the hayaa of your family.

2.Magazines: The same applies to magazines, nov-
els and other such material. Under the pretext of
recipes, patterns and other “skills”, a host of hayaa
destroying pictures and articles are thrust onto the
reader. These magazines, etc. should be forsaken
entirely and replaced with good Islamic literature.

3. The internet: Keeping a computer at home may
not necessarily be the best of ideas. It has, in many
cases, replaced the television yet perhaps it con-
tains much more harm than the television. At the
press of a button a person is able to view the most
indecent pictures in the solitude of his room. He is
still able to maintain his outward show of piety and
maintain his reputation yet destroy his hayaa com-
pletely from within.

4. The Cell Phone: The use of the cell phone, espe-
cially by the youth, has to be carefully controlled, if
its use is at all necessary. The same filth and inde-
cency found on the internet can be accessed very
easily on the cell phone as well. This little weapon
of shaytaan has become the greatest destroyer of
morality in present times. It has wrecked many a
marriage and has involved a large part of the um-
mah in the gravest of sins. It has brought back mu-
sic not in our homes only but even into the house
of Allah Ta’ala, The Musjid. If a phone is required
out of genuine necessity, keep a very simple phone.
A phone that connects to the internet, downloads
indecent pictures or that gets hooked onto mxit,
facebook, twitter and the rest of it will rob us of our
hayaa.

5. Intermingling: As Muslims, we have to maintain
the laws of hijaab even if is within our own homes.
Those who live in the same homes together with
sisters-in-law or brothers-in-law should take special
care about maintaining their distance from them
and observing the laws of hijaab. Being one’s
brother-in-law or even one’s cousin, is not a license
for being informal with them. The laws of hijaab
apply to all non-mahram. Rasulullah Salalahualayhi-
wasalam has mentioned that the brother in law /
sister in law should be treated like maut (death).
Hadhrat Moulana Ashraf Ali Thaanwi (RA) has men-
tioned that if the laws of purdah are maintained
correctly, it will be impossible for immodesty to
creep into our society.

Keep in mind the following important points;

1.Remove all items of immodesty from the home
such as the television, newspapers, magazines,
adverts with pictures, etc. The head of the home
should take full responsibility for this, otherwise he
will also bear the sin of those who have committed
zina of the eyes or any other evil due to these
newspapers, magazines, etc.

2.Do not undress in front of children even little ba-
bies.

3.  Women should not wear immoral clothing at
home, such as tight garments, short skirts, open
tops, clothing which are revealing or very thin, etc.
Appearing in front of one’s children with such cloth-
ing is very immoral.

4.  Men must not wear short pyjamas in front of
their children.

5.   Wear long swimming trunks that cover the area
from the navel to the knee when swimming. Do not
wear short pants or swimming clothes that expose
ones satar (private parts) or cling to the body when
wet. DO NOT SWIM IN PUBLIC.

Insha Allah, if we once again bring the teachings of
the Qur’aan and Hadith into our lives, we will be
safe from the decay found in society such as illicit
behaviour, infidelity, intimate contact between
teenagers in and out of schools, youth and adults
addicted to porn and immodest dressing of women
in public.
May Allah Ta’ala bless us all with this valuable qual-
ity of Hayaa. Aameen

A LESSON WORTH PONDERING ABOUT

Question: A brother of mine has got cancer. He is
unwell. I am trying my very best to encourage him
to turn unto Allah. I plead with him to perform his
Salaah and make Tasbeeh and taubaah as the doc-
tors have given up hope.
However, he ignores me and is only interested in
watching television. No matter how much pain he is
in or what time it may be or who the visitor is,
nothing matters to him as much as the television. It
has reached the stage where I fear that Maut will
come whilst my brother is watching T.V. I am so
heart broken as I love my brother a lot. Please ad-
vice me.
Answer: This answer is not only directed to you but
to all our readers at large. Sadly, there is a huge
increase in cancer cases. May Allah safe us all and
grant shifa to all the sick patients.
A Muslim beliefs that there is good in every decree
of Allah Azza Wajal. No headache, not even a thorn
pricks a Muslim except with the direct Hukam
(order) of Allah.
Allah loves a Muslim because a Muslim considers
Him to be the Only One Worthy of Worship.
When He afflicts a Muslim with difficulty it is for
one of three reasons:

1) To purify him of sins
2) To elevate his status
3) To warn him
4) To punish him

If during the course of an illness a person remains
steadfast on The Shariah, then this is a sign of him
being cleansed of sins.

If a person during the course of his illness in-
creases his ibaadah, then this is a sign of his status
being elevated.

If a person during the course of his illness makes a
firm commitment to change and repent, then this
sickness was a beneficial warning to him.

If a person runs from Allah, discards the Shariah
and refuses to heed the call to prepare for Maut,
then this sickness is the commencement of Allah’s
Athaab. (May Allah protect us all)

Your brother did not become a T.V. addict over-
night. Over the years like a junkie pumping himself
with heroin and drugs, your brother pumped his
spiritual system with an assortment of television
programs. Sports, news, commercials, entertain-
ment, movies filled his days, nights, winters and
summers.
His mind is now clogged with the sight of millions
of images of women and scenes of amusement and
Haraam activities. These images have filtered from
his mind and entered into his heart where it is sol-
idly cemented. His rooh is now paralysed and is in
a state of a coma– hence he cannot appreciate the
need for salaah, tasbeeh and taubaah.

Whilst we make Du’aa that Allah, Most Kind grant
him the taufeeq at even this belated hour to repent,
we advice all Muslims to take a lesson. Television
is a cancer to our morals and our Imaan and our
Aakhirah. It is destroying the haya of our children
and our wives. May we see it for what it is before
Maut comes. (Ameen)

Important Notice…

The Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng offers a heartfelt
apology for the delay in answering the many Fat-
was forwarded to it. The amount of correspon-
dences received makes it difficult to respond to
each and every one, timeously.
We humbly appeal equally to both our critics and
supporters to remember us in their Du’aas that
Allah Ta’ala inspires us with Ikhlas and Is-
tiqaamat. (Ameen).
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HOW NON-MUSLIMS CONTROL
THE HALAAL INDUSTRY…

The current “Halaal” crises gripping the entire

Muslim Community hardly comes as a surprise to

those who have been closely following the issue

over the last few years. This article intends to high-

light the role which non-Muslim enterprises play in

the “Halaal” industry and thus does not include

the Tasmiyah issue.

Hereby follows a brief but, Insha-Allah, compre-

hensive explanation of some important factors:

1) The entire system of Thabaah is an Ibaadat just

as the entire Haj is an Ibaadah.

2) Just as there are Masaa’il pertaining to haj etc.

so are there masaa’il with regards to the

method of thabaah.

3) Non-Muslims are not permitted to play a role

which will adversely affect the Ibaadah of Haj.

Example: Allah forbid, if there is a massive epi-

demic with the lifes of hundreds of thousands

of Hujjaaj in danger, non-Muslims will never be

allowed to enter into Arafah, Mina or the Holy

Haram to assist in controlling or help in the

evacuation of the Hujjaaj.

4) The Shariah and Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam

had clearly defined the method and the man-

ner of conducting this great Ibaadah of tha-

baah.

5) The System of The Shariah is perfect. Any mi-

gration from the Divine System, especially

when there is a situation wherein non-Muslims

have a say, must necessary compromise the

Deen.

6) The majority of commercial slaughtering plants

are owned by Non-Muslim companies.

We now enumerate the acknowledged differences

between what Rahmatul Lil Aalameen Sayidina

Muhammed Salallahu alaihi wasallam taught the

Ummah and what the non-Muslim companies are

doing.

1) Islam teaches us that the animal should be han-

dled and treated kindly, giving it water and food

prior to slaughtering.

The non-Muslim companies do not belief in this

system of mercy, hence their plants do not make

any provision for any water etc. to be given to the

Subject: The Jamiat: Response to let-
ter from concerned Muslim - A letter
from Hadrath Mln Yunus Patel (

) علیھ to the Chairman of the MJC

This is a response from myself a concerned Muslim
to the issue below and the way that the MJC dealt
with the third degree expose.

True people make mistakes and this is between the
Almighty and the individual, but this is not a case of
being a MISTAKE, the” Chairman and hierarchy of
the MJC” should be held accountable and possibly
charged for misleading the public  and  the MJC must
be Shut down period.

All the board members from the MJC should be os-
tracised from the community at large. When Mus-
lims rights are transgressed by non Muslims we im-
mediately become militant when so called Muslims
transgress our rights, should we just accept an apol-
ogy? It is time that we take a stand against the few
that take monetary gain above all else (that includes
above the laws of the almighty himself).

It seems that the MJC is hiding behind the fact that
they are doing certain projects to keep  Islam alive in
the Cape. Do we not have Yakeen in the Almighty.
We must believe there are people that will carry the
work forward without being enticed by their own
needs.

Let us the Muslim Umma show our strength against
the so called leaders in the community that think
they are above all else.
Pass this on to all Muslim Brothers and Sisters so
that we may show our unity and warn all those that
sit on the boards of all Muslim organisations that
they do not transgress “The Divine laws”.
(this email was sent out in 2002)
———————————————————————--

Respected brother-in Islam

Please include in your Shariah the following con-
densed observations of Mufti A.K.Hussain. Insha-
Allah it will benefit the public.

 Once we give halaal certification to a non Mus-
lim owned business that is not under Muslim
management, how can we trust it?

 These people have committed a criminal of-
fence by relabelling these products fraudu-
lently, but we also carry blame because we left
the door open for them to exploit.

 We may have unwittingly found ourselves
holding pork in our hands, cooking and eating
it.

 The public was justified in feeling that the ha-
laal certification business was only about
money. "No wonder people speak about
'scholars for dollars'. We cannot be upset
about these perceptions, because where there
is smoke, there is fire.

As Aalims we must admit that the public has  the
right to criticise us.

chicken before slaughtering. Note should be taken

that the chickens are stuffed in crates, unable to

move and made to travel long distances without

even a drop of water to quench heir thirst.

2. Islam teaches us that the animal should not be
callously handled when taking it for slaughter. It
may not be hung upside when slaughtered.

The permanent practice of non-Muslim commercial
slaughter plants does not take into account this
sacred teaching of Islam. The chickens are brutally
handled and suffer injuries when they are yanked
out of the crates.

3. Islam strictly prohibits inflicting any kind of injury
on the animal prior to slaughtering.

Non Muslims do not have the patience to wait and
handle the chicken compassionately. Profits matter.
Thus they administer electrical shocks and water
board the chicken.

4. Inflicting any injury, e.g. skinning, breaking any
part after slaughter whilst there are still signs of life
in the animal, is strictly prohibited in Islam.

When the non-Muslim system did not take compas-
sion into account whilst the chicken was alive,
where will they ever honour the teachings of Islam
after the chicken is slaughtered!

5. When slaughtering, the animal must be laid
down to face the Qiblah, The slaughterman will
thus face the Qiblah when effecting the act of Tha-
bah.

The Qiblah of non-Muslim companies is the banks.
They will never spent a cent to make some changes
to their plants in order to accommodate the con-
cept of the Qiblah of the Muslims.

6. Islam teaches us that in order to lessen the pain
the knife must be exceptionally sharp.

The line speed system of the non-Muslim compa-
nies  hand does not allow a Muslim slaughterer to
stop for a few minutes to sharpen his knife if he
feels that the knife is not sharp enough. The
amount of chickens which the non-Muslim com-
pany instructs every slaughterer to slaughter takes
preference over the need for absolutely ensuring
that the knife is sharp.

7. All four neck-vessels must be severed.
The non-Muslims do not insist that this be complied
to. The slaughterers are under constant pressure to
slaughter as fast as possible in order to comply with
the quota’s set by non-Muslims. At times, a slight
cut is just made on the neck of the chicken.

8. An animal must not be slaughtered in the pres-
ence of another animal. This is not permissible.
The non-Muslims do not make provision for this.
Upside down hanging chickens have a view of other
chickens being slaughtered.

9. The animal, if chicken, may not be immersed in
hot water for defeathering whilst the entrails are
still within the carcass. The entrails must first be
removed.
The non-Muslims have no time for this Islamic re-
quirement and will not accept such a condition as it
will mean that they will lose production time which
translates into money.

The Ulama who bless this corrupt, evil, brutal and
Un-Islamic system are humbly requested to ponder
deeply and ask themselves what reply they will give
to Nabi Salaallahu alaihi wasallam on the day of
Qiyamah  if he inquires from them what they did to
uphold the System of Thabaah which he taught the
Ummah!
CAN THE UMMAH DONATE THE SUNNAH SYSTEM

OF THABAAH TO NON-MUSLIM COMPANIES?

Visit our web-site: www.thejamiat.co.za

You are kindly invited to visit our web-site, which
will, Insha-Allah prove to be very informative. Keep
abreast of the Halaal controversy and view the evi-
dence of the Haraam industry. Revive your Imaan,
refresh your Imaan, strengthen your Imaan with The
Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng.

Some articles appearing in The Shariah
have been published from other sources
such as S.A. Muslims, The Majlis and the
KZN Jamiat
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